
 
 

 

Southeast Michigan Monthly Market Update January 2016 
 
It was a bit surprising to see 2015 end with a flourish of new sales contracts. We think the 
jump in sales activity was as much a result of mild weather as increasing buyer activity.  It 
would not be surprising to see that November and December sales were "borrowed" from 
the first quarter of 2016. Web site activity and property showings remain at similar levels 
as last year, which indicate we still have strong buyer interest, equal to the beginning of 
2015, but not a wild market that the last 60 days might suggest. Looking back, 2015 was 
the year we began to move towards a more balanced market, with inventories finally 
rising across all market segments, faster in the upper-end but still rising in the lower 
price ranges as well. This past year saw value increases across all price categories, with 
the strongest gains in the under $250,000 segments. As shown by the Case Shiller 
Composite Report, the pace of increasing home values slowed as available homes for sale 
increased. These national numbers mirror what we have seen throughout Michigan as 
well. So even with demand remaining strong, the increasing inventories will cause a 
cooling off of home value increases.   
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This year should show similar value gains but on the lower end of the ranges we saw in 
2015. The overall tends for 2016 should follow what we saw in 2015, with rising 
inventories, continued strong buyer demand, but probably not keeping pace with the 
current increase in inventories. 
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There is still some pent up housing demand yet to be released, probably over multiple 
years as opposed to all at once. Values are getting close to peak 2005 levels with 90% of 
Michigan home owners now with equity in their homes, a big jump over the bottom of the 
recession. 
 

 
 
The recession delayed many moves, as shown by the chart below, leading up to the 
recession the average time between moves was 6 years and it moved to 9 during the 
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recession. Time between moves will over time move back closer to the 7 year range, with 
the difference being pent-up seller demand to be released over the next few years. 
 

 
The recent regulatory changes known as TRID have not had a big impact so far on getting 
homes sold and closed. It looks like the new regulations have extended closing dates by 
about a week or less.  Nonetheless, we still recommend at least 45 days from mortgage 
application to closing day. 
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All the current indicators show that housing should remain strong throughout 2016. Interest 
rates, although expected to rise, will remain low, mortgage lending is easing, employment and 
wages continue to show positive (although slow) upward trends and there is still pent-up 
demand from the recession left to be released. All good news. Will the current stock market 
correction change that? So far it appears the stock market is making the same adjustment we 
saw in housing in 2015, a correction to an overheated market. The old joke about the stock 
market is that its declines have predicted 9 of the last 5 recessions.  Certainly a fall in 
household net worth, whether it is from a drop in stock values or home equities, will have an 
impact on housing but so far it appears, with possibly the exception of the upper-end markets, 
the impact will not be major on housing. The momentum of the overall economy, growth of 
millennial home ownership and remaining pent up housing demand should carry housing 
through any stock market related slump. 
 
Overall we are going into 2016 with a steady tailwind (or maybe a tail-breeze) which 
should keep housing moving forward at a steady pace. 
 

 
Please contact me regarding any of your real estate needs. I am happy to assist you. 
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